
A & L Lawn Mowing Maintenance Services- Lawn Cutting & Garden
Maintenance, Hoxton Park

There are many ways to help you lighten up your lawn mowing task. Keep in
mind that your mowing your lawn can have a direct health result to the lawn
when either done correctly and incorrectly.

Among other things that you can do and alter with lawn mowing practices,
there really are two factors that you can consider:

Keep your Lawns With A Long Leaf
Remember that longer leaves can produce more food for the turf and can make your lawn
stay healthy and strong. The longer the leaf of the lawn, directly increases the amount of
food the turf can then produce for itself. While a lawn which is mowed at very low heights
can produce much less food, and thus these lawns will require far greater attention to their
overall health, or otherwise risk becoming sick or even at risk of possible death of the lawn.

Frequency Of Lawn Mowing
Many of us don’t have the time to and guilty in putting off lawn mowing due to our busy
schedule and lack of time. But it is important to consider that regular lawn mowing is
important for overall lawn health. Leaving lawns too long between mowing is always a high
risk of causing lawn damage when the turf is finally mowed such as lawn scalping.

A & L LawnMowing Maintenance Services is a professional lawn mowing business you can
rely on to help you keep your lawn greener and healthier. Call them today at 0421 760 133!
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